Booth Library has a large collection of learning resources to support the information needs of AFR2200G: Pan-Africanism. These materials are held in the reference collection, the main book holdings, the journal collection and the online full-text databases. Books and journal articles from other libraries may be obtained using interlibrary loan.

This is a subject guide to selected works in this field that are held by the library. The citations on this list represent only a small portion of the available literature owned by Booth Library. Additional materials can be found by searching the EIU Library Catalog.

To find books, browse the shelves in these call numbers for the following subject areas:

- DT Africa
- E184.5-185.98 African-Americans
- E441-453 Slavery in the United States
- F1201-1392 Mexico
- F1601-1629 West Indies
- F1751-1854.9 Cuba
- F1912-1930 Haiti (Republic)
- F1931-1941 Dominican Republic
- F2501-2659 Brazil
- F3401-3619 Peru

Please refer to collection location guide for location of all materials.
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